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FIRST IN THE WORLD

FULL AUTOMATIC TURKISH 
COFFEE MACHINE (THAT MAKES 

THE COFFEE ON THE CUP)
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Real 
Turkish Co�ee
Automatic Turkish Co�ee on the Cup Machine is 
designed exclusively for the making of original Turkish 
Co�ee. �e cup that contains Turkish Co�ee is placed on 
the machine. �e process starts by pressing the button. It 
takes the necessary water into the cup automatically. �e 
mixer, heater and sensors that go into the cup make the 
co�ee while stirring it continously. �us the co�ee is 
being made slowly in 2 minutes while preserving 
its natural �avor rather than exposing the 
granules to high temperature directly. Your 
unique foamy Okkalı Türkish Co�ee is 
ready to serve.

Remote 
Monitoring System

Automatic Turkish Co�ee on the Cup Machines work with the 
counter system. It features remote control. �ere can be no illegal 

use. It provides an excellent control system for businesses like 
cafes and restaurants. Instant monitoring is possible via 

network or cell phone. 

Machine 
free of charge 

+Turkish Co�ee
Automatic Turkish Co�ee on the Cup Machines 

are not for sale. �e machines are set up 
according to the need, free of charge. �ey 

are given according to the amount of 
co�ee ordered for one year. 

Professional 
Usage and 
Service
Automatic Turkish Co�ee on the Cup Machine is a patent article 
that is produced by special materials developed through long stability 
tests. In order to minimize malfunction, the product contains remote 
control feature and a service model that includes product change options. All 
kinds of service is provided by the producing company.
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Full Automatic Turkish Co�ee Machines 
and �eir Advantages

Adres: Cevizli Mahallesi Selanik Caddesi Cebeci Sokak No:5 
34865 Kartal - İstanbul - TÜRKİYE

Tel: +90 216 415 53 36 Faks : +90 216 415 27 37
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 No making inside the machine.
Automatic Single Pu�ing Turkish Co�ee Grind. Uses single-use Turkish Co�ee.

Makes Turkish Co�ee inside the cup in 2 minutes.
Takes necessary water automatically.

Gives excellent co�ee �avor to water with ideal proportion.
 Provides pleasant �avor with less co�ee.

Adjustable heat.
Makes di�erent type co�ees simultaneously with a capacity of 2 and 4 cups.

Does not vapor.

No dividing of foam.
Provides perfect making in low heat (400 watts).
Can be served hot immediately.
Autocleans with full hygiene.
Works quietly.
Real full automatic.
Does not boil, does not cause co�ee to over�ow.
Contains a counter. Consumption can be monitored even from mobile devices.
Patent article.

One Cup 
Turkish Co�ees

Single - Use 
Turkish Co�ees on Disposable Cup

Single - Use 
Turkish Co�ees on Porcelain Cup

Please call for more information on 
our products and system.

Full Automatic Turkish Co�ee Machines Make Original Turkish Co�ee on Its Serving Cup

For Disposable Grinding
100 Pilling Pack

Automatic 
Single Pu�ing
Turkish Co�ee
Grinding 
Machine


